
ReadRead
‘24

Read or listen to 12 books in 12 categories in 12 months. 1. Challenge
yourself to read widely. Try new books, authors and genres and

interpret the categories as creatively as you’d like. 2. Connect with
other readers. Join the discussion online or come to a Reading

Challenge event. 3. Win prizes. Share your list of books at the end of
2022 to enter a random draw for prizes. Want to know more? Visit
tpl.ca/reading challenge for full details. A book about time A book

about mental health Title: Title: A book by an author from Toronto A
book by a trans or non-binary author* Title: Title: A book about family A
book about a city Title: Title: A book of poetry A coming-of-age story by
a BIPOC author† Title: Title: A book about a refugee experience A book
about magic Title: Title: An illustrated book by an Indigenous creator A

book you read just because 

12 challenges sheet

We have three ways for you to engage with reading in 2024! Pick your Read 2024 sheet of choice or do
more than one. Ballots will be drawn separately for each Read 2024 sheet. Prizes will be drawn in the
beginning of 2025. Each 2024 sheet will have a ballot for participating and a ballot for finishing.
1. Set a book number goal and track the books you read,
2. Complete this entire challenge sheet with 12 challenges and aim to
3. Read 20 minutes every day. (Need more info? Visit our website: qwpl.ca)

Follow our social media for book suggestions and related content along the way: @qwplibrary

1. Read a book from a debut author.
Title: 

2. Read a book that was published in the year you
were born.
Title:

3. Read a non-fiction book about a topic you know
nothing about.
Title:

4. Read a classic novel*
Title:

*Join our, Read the Classics Book Club! Find more
info at: qwpl.ca/events. 

5. Read a book that addresses mental health or
neurodiversity.
Title:

6. Read a book with a one-word title.
Title:

7. Read a book with a non-human narrator.
Title: 

8. Read a book that is a parody or satire of a well-
known story or genre.
Title:

9. Read a book set in a country you've never
visited before.
Title:

10. Read a book that features a character who
shares your profession or hobby.
Title:

11. Read a book by a Canadian Indigenous author.
Title:

12.  Read a book that tackles a controversial or
taboo subject.

Win PRIZES! Bring back your sheet between December 16, 2024 and January 3, 2025 to be entered into a
prize draw. Didn’t finish? No worries. You get a ballot for participating and another for doing all 12!

For Staff Use:
Participation Ballot ______

Completion Ballot ______


